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DEFINITION OF PATTERN

Pattern of a garment is the blue print on the basis of which the fabric is cut. Patterns for
clothing construction are shapes of garment parts, cut out of paper.

USES OF PATTERNS IN GARMENT CONSTRUCTION

1. Patterns are used to direct or guide the cutting of farbric.

2. They prevent serious mistakes in dress making.

3. They prevent waste of time in dress making.

4. They prevent waste of farbric.

5. They make sewing easy.

6. They reduce trial and error in sewing.

TYPES OF PATTERNS

There are basically two types of patterns, the drafted and the commercial patterns.

A. Commercial patterns : These are design and made by experts to fit standard figure types
using specific body measurements. They are available in different sizes. They are sold in
special pattern envelopes. They f an be found in big shops. Examples of commercial patterns
are '' vogue '', ''New look '', "Simplicity", "Butte Rick", "Style", "Advance ", etc.

ADVANTAGES OF COMMERCIAL PATTERNS

1. They make sewing easy and accurate to body measurements.

2. They are made in many different styles and designs.

3. They have instruction sheets which show how to lay out, cut the farbric and make up the
garment.

4. Each pattern envelope contains information on the type and quantity of farbric needed. It also
states the sewing notions (such as zip or button) needed.



5. It saves time and reduces mistakes in garment making.

DISADVANTAGES OF COMMERCIAL PATTERNS

1. They are pensive.

2. They are not easily or readily available.

3. They often require alteration or adjustments to fit the user's size.

4. They are light and can tear easily.

B. Drafted pattern : This is made to fit a particular person. A person's body measurements are
first taken. Then the pattern is drafted to fit his /her size.

ADVANTAGES OF DRAFTED PATTERN

1. It can made to fit a person perfectly.

2 . It can be adapted to any type of style.

3. It is cheaper than commercial pattern.

4. It can help to check the fit of a design before it is made into a garment

5. It is original, therefore can be unique.

6. It does not require alteration.

DISADVANTAGES OF DRAFTED PATTERNS

1. It can only be useful to one person, the owner.

2. Pattern drafting requires special skill.

PATTERN DRAFTING

The basic or foundation patterns often drafted are bodice, skirt and sleeves. These are called

BLOCKS. They are drafted to the exact size of the body. They can then be adapted or modified
to any desired style.


